
Key concept Related 
concept(s)

Global context Learner Profile ATL skills Language work
Emphasized

 Creativity Function 
Structure 
Purpose 

 Fairness and 
development

 Inquirer  Thinking skills 
Self-management 
skills (reflection)

 Relative clauses 
Present simple, 
present perfect, 
past tenses.. 

Statement of inquiry
Creative solutions for problems give way to cultural and linguistic adjustments related to social demands, processes, novel ways 
of doing things, and the purpose of knowledge.
Inquiry questions Know-Understand-Do
Factual:  What kind of language do we use to track our 
thinking process when solving a problem?!
What are some examples of how language changed after 
specific problems or innovations?  
Conceptual: How are skills and knowledge related when 
solving problems?!
How can creativity help to connect knowledge and!
information from various subjects? 
Debatable:  To what extent does facing a problem ignite 
our creativity?!
To what extent are we using our creative potential to solve 
our local problems? 

• You will learn / know!
How language is used to express the process of problem solving.!
The importance of language tenses when describing the order of 
events.!
• You  will understand!
That using language creatively implies both accuracy and a strong 
sense of meaning.!
• You will be able to!
-  Describe their process of solving a problem.!
-  Discuss the relationship between problem, social need, and 

change.!
-  Ask and answer questions related to creativity and problem 
solving.!

Lang Acq Assessment Criteria. Indicate and define the task. Write a brief reflection.

Criterion A:
A text about how potato peel is recycled to create 
bags.

Criterion B:  
A text about an innovation created to help territories with 
water shortage.

Criteria CD Oral:  
A presentation (+ conversation with the teacher) 
about a problem you could propose a solution for in 
your school.

Criteria CD:  Written.
Response to an experience at a “ very special restaurant”.

Lang Acquisition-speciific Command Terms

Unit: Using creativity to solve problems
IB MYP Year: [ 2 ] / Grade: [ 7  ],  Phase: [   3   ]  
 

1!



2!

Statement of inquiry:
  I think this idea means that when there is an innovation new words appear or are 

invented, and as a result our communication changes too.

Key Concept:
Creativity is the key concept because it talks about how ideas and language are used. 

They are used in a special way (creatively) to make something happen. Maybe the process 
for solving a problem is creative because we use ideas from all subjects. 

Related Concept:  
Function- I think this means that we will learn how machines 
work; and also how some structures or words are used.
Structure- maybe this means the structure of a report. 
Purpose- this is why something was made. And also maybe 
because we will write for specific purposes.

Global context:
 We will be discussing ‘Fairness and development’ 
because we will study how people’s creatity has 
been used to help others, and this is development. 
And because the innovations are for all people, it’s 
fair.

Learner Profile:  
•   I think inquirer is the focus because we wil have to ask a lot of questions and answer them ourselves or discussing with 

others. 
 

ATL Skills Focus:

We will be reflecting a 
lot about problems. 
And I think we will 
have to do research.
 

Unit: Using creativity to solve problems
IB MYP Year: [ 2 ] / Grade: [ 7  ],  Phase: [   3   ]  
 In your own words 

[re-write these items]



Introduction:!



Exit ticket: Put it together !
Summarize what you did. What do the pictures mean? What 
will we do next? Include pictures of your work.!

So we saw 4 pictures and brainstormed on what we saw, how they 
made us feel, and also made a list of vocabulary that we could 
identify. Then we tried to make a mind map about creativity.!
!
I could see that in 3 pictures there were problems caused by people, 
and that maybe they have easy solutions but they happen because 
people are lazy or don’t care. One photo was about a problem that 
happens in a place, and that is the way life is over there, so maybe 
people cannot do much about it.!
!
The photos show problems, so I think next class we will look at 
solutions!

Your summary 
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How ready am I? How can I use my strengths? Which ones? 
•    I think this unit will be fun 
•    I think I can use my imagination, and I can build something 
•    I like designing stuff, so I am excited 

Line of inquiry 1 / Inquiry question 1: How are skills and knowledge 
related when solving problems? !

Ideas to consider throughout this exploration:

•  We have different skills.
•  Some works need many complicated skills.
•  We have different opinions of what is easy and difficult.
•  If we do not know something we can learn it.



Story of a well!

This was a funny activity. I don’t agree that this is an example of creativity because 
the farmer decided to kill the donkey by throwing land in the well and on the 
donkey. The animal survived by chance.!

My opinion 

Include screenshots of your work. 



What makes you say that?!

Issue Your opinion Others’ opinion Resolution?

Rules for adminiting teenagers in jail 
should change. Teenagers that 
break rules must be punished as 
adults.!

Parents should be punished for their!
children’s lack of manners. E.g. not!
collecting trash, violating rules.!

We all have the responsibility to!
demand good behavior from others.!
E.g. when throwing trash on the 
street; when making noise.!

A solution for teenagers’ lack of!
interest in schools is to establish a!
mandatory social service system 
when they do bad at school.!

Teenagers should not be allowed to 
use computers at school. They 
cannot prove effective workers!
anyhow.!

Complete with your opinion and share. Ask your classmates what 
makes them say that. Can you think of a resolution? 

I was absent in this class and could not 
complete this activity.!



Compass points!

E!
It is exciting to see how traffic can be solved in 
big cities.!

W!
I worry that some people think that cars are more 
important. In Korea maybe people don’t like 
bicycles because bicycles are for the poor 
people.!

N!
To talk about this problem and solution I need to 
know about the city: where is it? How many 
people? Is the government good?!

S!
I think we should improve quality of city life. I like 
strong rules like in Singapore.!

What do you think about the  solution 
proposed for this problem? Complete the 
compass points. 
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How ready am I? How can I use my strengths? Which ones? 
•    We will work on language in this part of the unit, so I will have to pay 

attention to “correct langauge”. I must spell check. 
•    I think I can collaborate with Alex because he is good speller, and he can 

help me. We can help each other. 
•   Maybe I am only a little worried about presentations because I always 

forget ideas. 
• I must read instructions carefully. 

Line of inquiry 2 / Inquiry question 2:  
a) What kind of language do we use to track our thinking process 
when solving a problem? 
b) What are some examples of how language changed after specific 
problems or innovations? !

Ideas to consider throughout this exploration:

•  Technology has created new words.
•  Without some words it’s difficult to express ideas.
•   Language always changes.
•  Some words are not used anymore or change meaning.
•  Do new words exist in my language too?



Language and innovation!
Words with special 

meaning that appeared 
because of inventions: 

To fax!
Software!

Bits !
Browser !

“to google”!
!
!
!

Selfie!

Selfie stick!

Photo bomb!

tweet!

Social media words 

I can see that when new 
technology is invented we  will 
have new words. Some of these 
words do not refer to solving 
problems. These words show 
creativity. Some of these words, 
like ‘like’, had another meaning 
before.!

My summary 



My reading choice:!
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For this unit I chose “The 
invention of Hugo Cabret” 

because it’s a graphic novel, 
and I did not read a graphic 

novel yet in this year. I 
watched the movie, so I want 

to see if the book is good. 
There are many pictures, so I 

think I can “read the 
drawings” to my little sister to 

practice English.!

Our Mission. 
Highlight in red the aspects you 

practiced.
QAIS aims to inspire a lifelong love of learning 
through a holistic, child-centered, inquiry-
based approach. By embracing each student’s 
diverse needs, learning styles, and strengths, 
we strive to develop courageous global 
citizens who help to create a more peaceful 
world through community action, intercultural 
understanding, and respect for all life.



Formative Task:  Criterion B : ii, iii

Criteria D: i. ii, iii

I liked this reading a lot.!
I think the  people that 

invented the spoons are very 
smart because they help their 
business and the environment.!
In China we use chopsticks, 

so it’s difficult, but in Korea we 
use chopsticks and spoons, 

so maybe we can do this. !

Our Mission. 
Highlight in red the aspects you 

practiced.
QAIS aims to inspire a lifelong love of 
learning through a holistic, child-centered, 
inquiry-based approach. By embracing each 
student’s diverse needs, learning styles, 
and strengths, we strive to develop 
courageous global citizens who help to 
create a more peaceful world through 
community action, intercultural 
understanding, and respect for all life.



Describe the solution to a problem. 
Write a story.!

My writing plan 

Formative Task:  Criteria CD: i. ii, iii



Formative Task:
Feedback and targets for improvement  

I think I did very good. I 
thought my presentation 
was not going to be so 
easy, but I think I did a 

good job because I 
answered all questions, 
because I knew what I 

needed to say.!
I have to improve in 

writing when I write to 
specific people, 

sometimes I need to write 
more formally. In orals I 
have to pay attention to 

the words I used. I 
wanted to use new words 
and this was a problem 

maybe.!

Reflection 

Criteria CD: i. ii, iii



Formative Task:  Criterion A : ii, iii

Criterion C D: i. ii, iii

This video was very cool. !
This idea is a good idea for China because there is 
many many bad pollution.!
In Korea this idea is good, especially for girls, because 
they like to look beautiful. !
I didn’t know this show, and I want to watch more 
episodes. I think it is a good idea that people have 
courage to speak to these business men, because they 
are very aggressive and rude.!

Our Mission. 
Highlight in red the aspects you 

practiced.
QAIS aims to inspire a lifelong love of 
learning through a holistic, child-centered, 
inquiry-based approach. By embracing each 
student’s diverse needs, learning styles, 
and strengths, we strive to develop 
courageous global citizens who help to 
create a more peaceful world through 
community action, intercultural 
understanding, and respect for all life.
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How ready am I? How can I use my strengths? Which ones? 
•    I think this part of the will be more challenging. 
•    Before we finish the unit we will have to choose a situation that instests 

us and we will have to find a solution. 
•    I like designing stuff, but now I have a lot of work in other subjects, so I 

need to organize my time. 

Line of inquiry 3 / Inquiry question 3: To what extent are we using our 
creative potential to solve our local problems? !

Ideas to consider throughout this exploration:

•  I must choose an interesting situation. 
•  If I choose something I know about it will be easy.
•  I need to figure out if my choice of project is “SMART”.
•  Is my idea relevant?



Service!
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Reflection: You will reflect on the impact of creativity in 
problem solving.!
Preparation: You will initiate action in the school by 
collecting data about food waste. You will prepare a 
presentation once the unit is over to share the results with 
the whole community.!
Investigation: You will identify a problem in their local 
context (school / city) and devise a solution. They!
Challenge: You will reflect on the the limitations and 
opportunities of your design and will prepare a 
presentation for local business men in order to receive 
feedback on their ideas.!



Statement of inquiry
Creative solutions for problems give way to cultural and linguistic adjustments related to social demands, 
processes, novel ways of doing things, and the purpose of knowledge. 
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Formative Task: What I Already Know About…
(Collaborative Teamwork and Sharing)

 Think Write Share 
[Find Another Pair and Share]

Top 3 things 
you already 

know about…

Items My ideas Summary of ideas shared with other classmates

1

World 
problems 

  
 There are many world problems that men 
create. There are many problems that big 
companies create. 
  

  
  
 My classmates mentioned that some big 
rich companies do not want to help to solve 
the problem. 

2

Meaning of 
action 
 

  
 People need to use what they know to 
solve problems. 
  

  
  

 My classmates gave example of NGO that 
help a lot. I think it’s interesting that poor 
people help more. I feel bad. 

3

Working 
together  

  
Collaboration is a good way to solve 
problems because we all know different 
things and can do different things too (skills). 
  
  

  
  

 My classmates agreed. 
Collaboration is better than 
working alone. 

Criterion D : i, ii, iii  

Unit: Using creativity to solve problems
IB MYP Year: [ 2 ] / Grade: [ 7  ],  Phase: [   3   ]  
 



An example of impactful action!

The story of Ryan is very interesting. I never imagine that a child that is 6 years old can 
have big dreams like this. I think Ryan is a good example for people who is smart and 
has good ideas because he used his knowledge in a good way. I think that we need 
projects like this and less homework. I respect Ryan because he helped people that 

needed help, and because he didn’t do it to become famous. He shows his 
commitment because he is still working in it.!

My reflection 

Criterion B practice! Criterion A practice!



Small is beautiful!
Look at the different covers of “Small is beautiful” and, in 
small, groups, discuss the message they convey. 

Your summary 
The title of the book shows that people care more 
about money (economy) than the world. We think that 
it is called small is beautiful because many people 
like big ideas. I also think that it means that a small 
action can be beautiful and help.!

Our Mission. 
Highlight in red the aspects you 

practiced.
QAIS aims to inspire a lifelong love of 
learning through a holistic, child-centered, 
inquiry-based approach. By embracing each 
student’s diverse needs, learning styles, 
and strengths, we strive to develop 
courageous global citizens who help to 
create a more peaceful world through 
community action, intercultural 
understanding, and respect for all life.
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Formative Task: Your version of “Small  is Beautiful”  

Find at least two sources that you can use to write your own version of “Small is Beautiful”

Source 
Type / Title and link  

Personal Impression Personal Connection 

Ex

Book 
review  

  

Wise Economics 
http://peter-
barnes.org/article/
wise-economics-
review-of-small-is-
beautiful-by-e-f-
schumacher/ 
 

The review highlights how in the book, 
the author urges people to focus on what 
they consum and to be aware of how 
one’s habits can harm the world. 
I think it’s important to become more 
engaged in solving world problems. 

I can see the connections between 
economics, geography and sociology. And I 
can also see how many times the results of 
problems are not thought about. 
The review makes me want to read the 
book because now I wonder if I need 
everything I have. 

1

 Video   Small is beautiful 
impressions of 
Fritz Schumacher!
!
https://youtu.be/
XGxNCFjDGEg!
!
 

The video talks about opinions of the book. 
The video shows how many good ideas are 
strange sometimes because they are ahead of 
their time. 

I think it is important to be brave when we have good 
ideas and not to be so negative when people share their 
ideas. 

2

 Article   Small is beautiful 
– an economic 
idea that has 
sadly been 
forgotten!
!
https://
www.theguardian.com/
commentisfree/2011/nov/10/
small-is-beautiful-economic-
idea 

Madeleine Bunting talks about when she read 
the book and how it introduced concepts that 
are very common now like globalization.!
I like the parts where the article talks about 
change and good ideas. My favorite part is: It is 
chilling to realise how so many thinkers, 
politicians, academics have all signed up to a 
deadening pragmatic consensus and our 
thinking has been boxed into a dead end of 
technocratic managerialism. 

I can connect to what we have studied in humanities 
when we talk about global warming and globalization. 

Criterion B : ii

Criteria CD : i, ii, iii
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#

Collect core vocabulary words to guide your learning and enhance your project development. 
* You are building a word wall for our Trivia Game Project

Vocabulary Word
 

English
Definition   

Native Tongue
Translation 

Korean 

1 empathy

 the psychological identification with 
or vicarious experiencing of the 
feelings, thoughts, or attitudes of 
another.  

감정 이입 

2 Visual example

3  

Criterion D: i.



 Video Project Stills!
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Unit Project:  QAIS Shark Tank
(Personal Interest)Criteria CD : i, ii, iii  

Choosing a solution and presenting it to 
business men of Qingdao was a very cool 
idea. At first I was afraid because I 
thought they are rude like in the real 
show, but their questions made me think 
a lot. Now I know that if I produce a good 
idea, I need to consider many things if I 
want to sell it.!

Our Mission. 
Highlight in red the aspects you practiced.

QAIS aims to inspire a lifelong love of learning 
through a holistic, child-centered, inquiry-based 
approach. By embracing each student’s diverse needs, 
learning styles, and strengths, we strive to develop 
courageous global citizens who help to create a more 
peaceful world through community action, 
intercultural understanding, and respect for all life.

Your reflection 



Final Exit Ticket       !

 Name: Kevin Pak !
  Post screenshot on our class’ Padlet   !
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How this unit challenged me. 
I had to think outside the box. The teacher 
always said “be more creative”, and that was 
difficult sometimes. New ideas are hard to find. !

 
Something about my performance I am 

proud about in this unit.!
I think I asked good questions. I liked the 
collaboration activities. Our video of Shark 
Tank was a very good experience. I liked my 
work.!

 !
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321 Personal Reflection: 
  
You will: 

• reflect on your language and thinking skills strengths and weaknesses in order to support learning 
and personal development 

Using creativity 
to solve 
problems 

 
Strength: Three strengths I have that enhanced in my language in this unit were… 

 Thinking about 
logical steps when I 
speak and write. 

 Using specific words 
for the topic. 

 Collaborating 
and asking 
questions. 

Areas for Growth: Two weaknesses that I have during my work are… 

 I need to read 
instructions more 
carefully. 

I rush because I 
want to finish fast. 

Fairness and 
development

Need: One big question that I have about the work or ideas in this uit is…. 

 Why don’t school give 
projects for solving 
problems instead of 
homework? 

Statement of inquiry
Creative solutions for problems give way to cultural and linguistic adjustments 

related to social demands, processes, novel ways of doing things, and the purpose 
of knowledge. 

Our Mission
QAIS aims to inspire a lifelong love of learning through a holistic, child-centered, inquiry-based 

approach. By embracing each student’s diverse needs, learning styles, and strengths, we strive to 
develop courageous global citizens who help to create a more peaceful world through community 

action, intercultural understanding, and respect for all life.


